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IdPhotos Pro is the ideal tool to create professional-looking and high-quality ID Photos, such as passports,
visas or ID cards. IdPhotos Pro can help you meet the required standards with ease by offering tools that
align your photos, enhance their quality, protect personal data and help you get the best quality. What you
can do with ID Photos Pro? - Adjust color tones - Retouch, rotate, crop and duplicate photos - Produce

professional looking documents with ease - Help you meet the required standards and regulations - Protect
personal data with high security and encryption - Export to HTML, PNG and PDF formats In general, you
can use the professional photo editor of IdPhotos Pro to create and export high quality photo IDs, such as
passports, visas and ID cards. Features: ? Adjust color tones ? Retouch, rotate, crop and duplicate photos ?

Produce professional looking documents with ease ? Help you meet the required standards and regulations ?
Protect personal data with high security and encryption ? Export to HTML, PNG and PDF formats ? Trusted

by more than 200,000 users ? Fast to load ? High quality photos and scans ? Fully customizable ? Smooth
and intuitive user interface ? Easy to customize ? Detailed user manual ? Photoshop compatible layers ?

Hardware accelerated rendering About us: Akgsoft is an innovative team of developers based in Russia. We
create comprehensive and flexible software products that help our clients to grow their businesses. We are

proud to have more than 200,000 users worldwide that use our products on a daily basis. We work as a team
and make sure that our products work as efficiently and user-friendly as possible. Our goal is to create

unique products that bring real value to our customers by providing excellent support, fast response to bugs,
and continuing free updates. Our software products include image management tools, document editing
utilities, web capture applications, data migration tools, graphics and photo editing programs, and more.

Thank you for your interest in our products. If you have any questions or suggestions, we will be happy to
hear from you. What's new in this version: Version 5.4.0: The major update to the world's #1 free website
converter and designer. Added ability to configure any WEB address URL as a website or blog Added the

ability to customize the order of
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IdPhotos Pro is a complex software application that provides you with professional tools to process images
for passports, visas and various types of ID cards in order to meet the international requirements and

regulations of most countries. Friendly and intuitive layout The interface of the application is user-friendly
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and easy to understand mainly because it is based on a step-by-step guide that walks you through all of the
application's features. Once you open the application, you can select the country and the type of ID form you

want to create, then you can load a photo of yourself or the person you want to create the ID card for.
Depending on which country you choose, more ID photo samples are available. If you frequently use some

of them, you have the possibility to add them to your favorites list for easy access and manipulation.
Powerful face recognition algorithm IdPhotos Pro comes equipped with an advanced face recognition

algorithm that automatically detects the face of a person and its biometric features. For situations when your
photo does not meet the predefined standard requirements, you have the possibility to reposition the eyes and
apply picture rotation corrections in order to align the face perfectly. This procedure might take a while for
inexperienced users, otherwise if the aforementioned adjustments are not required, the process takes only a
few seconds. Adjust colors and improve image quality IdPhotos Pro features a set of tools that allow you to

adjust colors as to perfectly reproduce skin tones, change saturation, brightness, gamma, sharpness and
contrast levels, as well as take advantage of the powerful photo retouch function. Furthermore, you can

export the processed image to a file, burn it on a disc, print it or send it by email to a client. Professional ID
photo editor To sum it up, IdPhotos Pro is a powerful software utility that aims to offer you the means to

create professional ID documents, such as visas, ID cards and passports, that respect the current international
standards and regulations. Additionally, the application features a comprehensive user manual and a few

online video tutorials that help you understand the program's functionality and features. Learn more The Best
Contact Group, LLC Review -- "This app is designed to handle 150,000 licenses... with 150,000 individuals.
So we've added all the features that are absolutely necessary, and then some. You will not find a tool like this

for any other software developer." Melody.cz - "Think of it as of a trusty old Dodge Charger, but
09e8f5149f
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The application was built with an expert eye for detail, including a complete image editing suite. Any
industry standard products are completely interchangeable in this program with any other program. ID
Photos Pro allows you to edit the following. Camera photos You can also import video files It is also possible
to reduce the size of a photo. Alignment of angles Offset the angle of a profile Reposition the eyes ID
Photos Pro also allows you to export an image to a file or a disc. Faces will not be counted by this perfect
photo face recognizer. Face recognition allows you to capture the ID in just a few seconds. Easily import and
export your most important photos. Reduces your photo editing skills and allows you to do everything by just
few clicks. You can correct the position of your eyes and add details to the image. Adjust photo colors and
enhance the photo. Face recognition is a advanced photo face recognizer and search engine that will instantly
find your face in an image or video, so you can search, find and recognize your face on any image, even with
your face partly covered by a hat, scarf, or sunglasses. It is the best face recognition software and an easy-to-
use photo editor for Windows and Android. Advanced Photo Editing Tool. Perfect Photo Face Recognizer.
If you are looking for a good photo editor, then there is no need to go anywhere else because this is the only
app you will ever need for photo editing. It has a powerful photo editor that allows you to adjust the image,
crop the image, add a new photo, cut and paste the image, color correct the image, add red eye removal, add
a border, add a color filter, add a photo blur effect, and adjust the contrast. You can even add text to the
photo, flip, rotate, adjust the brightness, add a background, and many other functions. Perfect Photo Face
Recognizer offers a unique feature that allows you to change the angle of the person’s head, enabling you to
perfectly edit and modify any photo. Perfect Photo Face Recognizer Download is a great tool for making
your photos look perfect, whether they are of your child, or a friend. Perfect Photo Face Recognizer Feature
List: * Advanced photo editing & cropping. * Perfect photo face recognizer (Face detection) * Adjust the
photo colors * Add red eye correction * Image editing tools * Crop

What's New in the?

IdPhotos Pro is a complex software application that provides you with professional tools to process images
for passports, visas and various types of ID cards in order to meet the international requirements and
regulations of most countries. Friendly and intuitive layout The interface of the application is user-friendly
and easy to understand mainly because it is based on a step-by-step guide that walks you through all of the
application's features. Once you open the application, you can select the country and the type of ID form you
want to create, then you can load a photo of yourself or the person you want to create the ID card for.
Depending on which country you choose, more ID photo samples are available. If you frequently use some
of them, you have the possibility to add them to your favorites list for easy access and manipulation.
Powerful face recognition algorithm IdPhotos Pro comes equipped with an advanced face recognition
algorithm that automatically detects the face of a person and its biometric features. For situations when your
photo does not meet the predefined standard requirements, you have the possibility to reposition the eyes and
apply picture rotation corrections in order to align the face perfectly. This procedure might take a while for
inexperienced users, otherwise if the aforementioned adjustments are not required, the process takes only a
few seconds. Adjust colors and improve image quality IdPhotos Pro features a set of tools that allow you to
adjust colors as to perfectly reproduce skin tones, change saturation, brightness, gamma, sharpness and
contrast levels, as well as take advantage of the powerful photo retouch function. Furthermore, you can
export the processed image to a file, burn it on a disc, print it or send it by email to a client. Professional ID
photo editor To sum it up, IdPhotos Pro is a powerful software utility that aims to offer you the means to
create professional ID documents, such as visas, ID cards and passports, that respect the current international
standards and regulations. Additionally, the application features a comprehensive user manual and a few
online video tutorials that help you understand the program's functionality and features. Price: $179.99,
Version: 2.02 QR Code Reader Express The QR Code Reader Express is quick and easy to use QR Code
Reader. Features 13 languages support to directly read QR Code in various platforms such as Windows,
Android, iPhone and more. It supports all kinds of QR Codes, one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and
matrix, and can save the scanned code to.doc/.xls/etc
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System Requirements For ID Photos Pro:

Please read below. GPU: 1GB VRAM (Minimum) 2GB VRAM (Recommended) APU: RAM: 6GB
(Minimum) 8GB (Recommended) [Official Announcement] Introducing a new look at popular online
shooter ‘H1Z1’ SAN FRANCISCO, CA (May 3, 2016) – Daybreak Game Company, a division of
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